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Welcome to Issue 3 of The Disruptor, a student journal of reflections, shared analysis, and critical commentary. I would
like to thank all of the members of the leadership team as well as contributors and editors; this issue would not be possible without
you. It has been amazing to watch our team grow and develop and I look forward to the work we will continue to do together.
We are very excited about our next issue, coming 4-20: The Underbelly of Health. Please see the Call for Submissions & Art at
the end of this issue or on our website for more information. 

The Disruptor is now available on our website! https://sswstudentjournal.wixsite.com/thedisruptor
Access full issues or individual articles and works of art, theme prompts for upcoming issues, submission guidelines and more. 

This issue’s feature section, Why Social Work?, includes commentary from students, alumni, and faculty that speak to their
connection with the field of social work, explore dynamics within the field, and even challenge the concept of social work as a
profession. You will find articles from our regular contributors on important topics that affect the way we study and practice
social work: the interplay between language and action, the nature of our relationships with clients, and feminism as well as a
special edition of Room for Debate that examines the root of oppression. The issue also includes art and music, updates from
student groups, and comments from the readers.

We would love to hear your feedback. Email sswstudentjournal@gmail.com with any thoughts or suggestions. If you have a
response to any particular piece, please email that to us and we will compile a “Comments from the Readers” section to be
included in the next issue.

We are always looking for more students to help run The Disruptor, especially anyone interested in helping to continue the
project next year. The leadership team meets every Friday at 2pm via Zoom. Please email sswstudentjournal@gmail.com to get
involved. TD
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We encourage all students to attend the SGA general body
meetings that happen every first Monday of the month from
5-6pm! At our last meeting, we had Dean Cherita Adams
speak to us about tuition for next year. We also have student
groups and student representatives on faculty/schoolwide
committees give updates on what is happening at the SSW at
each meeting. Meeting minutes can be found here:
https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/sga/sga-meeting-minutes/
You are welcome to join and ask questions, voice concerns,
find ways to get involved, and more! Our next meetings are
on Monday, April 12th and May 3rd! Look in your daily
bulletin or email SGA@ssw.umaryland.edu for the zoom
link.

Please feel free to reach out at SGA@ssw.umaryland.edu if
you want more information or have any questions or
concerns!

-Judith Park, SGA President (Advanced year, Macro/Clinical,
CASP)

Join AOWG at the end of this month for two collaborative events with UMB’s Intercultural Center (ICC). On March 24th at 12pm we are
participating in the ICC’s Table Discussion about white supremacy culture - register through this link: The Table: An Open Space for Dialogue
03/24 (wufoo.com). On March 26th from 2pm-5pm the leaders of ICC have generously agreed to provide training for students interested in
facilitating discussions about anti-racism. Please reach out to us at aowg@ssw.umaryland.edu if you're interested in participating. Be on the
lookout for another event at the end of April! 

Do you want to get involved in efforts to make the School of Social Work and UMB more equitable, accessible, and anti-oppressive? We would
love to connect you to the places where this work is being done, whether that's a student group, school committee, or university-wide
organization. Being a student leader is an invaluable way to network, make connections with future colleagues, and gain experience organizing
within an institution. Especially while we are remote, involvement in AOWG has helped all of us feel more connected to the school community
and build our capacity as social workers. If you are interested in getting more engaged in the School of Social Work or becoming a student
leader, send us an email at aowg@ssw.umaryland.edu or reach out to us on social media: instagram or facebook. 

Happy Social Work Month! Here is a list of events happening in the
coming month at the SSW:

Joy Scalabrin, SGA Vice President 

Caitlin Balicki, SGA Corresponding Secretary

Judith Park, SGA President 
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12:00pm Social Work Affinity Spaces:
BIPOC, White Accountability,
LGBTQ+, Disability Justice and
Advocacy

MSU: '7 Keys to Creating Social Change'
open to all students

DEIC Meeting
open to all students

QCA Meeting

5:00pm April SGA General Body Meeting 
open to all students

12:15pm DEIC Meeting
open to all students

12:00pm ISWO & MSU International Social Work
Panel

open to all students

12:15pm

5:00pm

12:00pm

March 23rd

March 26th

April 12th

April 19th

April 22nd

March 24th
12:00pm AOWG & ICC Table Discussion on

white supremacy culture 
tbd CSWF Panel Discussion with

military & government professionals
open to all UMB schools

April 21st
tbd CSWF Intersectional Panel

Discussion

April 7th
5:15pm DREAM Meeting

March 31st
5:15pm Disability Bonanza!

https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/sga/sga-meeting-minutes/
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fclbs.wufoo.com%2Fforms%2Fz1vma3vd1n8iuqy%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cabritton%40pobox.umaryland.edu%7Caba50c0472aa4b707a4b08d8e000eacf%7C3dcdbc4a7e4c407b80f77fb6757182f2%7C0%7C0%7C637505641824286302%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=q8ej6wfCwBfwnvQcvfZrnVL0Gnx9NGeo7IE8GWcgyms%3D&reserved=0
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.instagram.com%2Faowg_umb_ssw%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cabritton%40pobox.umaryland.edu%7Caba50c0472aa4b707a4b08d8e000eacf%7C3dcdbc4a7e4c407b80f77fb6757182f2%7C0%7C0%7C637505641824286302%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=FVEwq2olYQdlDXujK2I0ddpkr5oQUTioJVd3I9o%2BbHw%3D&reserved=0
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Faowgumbssw%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cabritton%40pobox.umaryland.edu%7Caba50c0472aa4b707a4b08d8e000eacf%7C3dcdbc4a7e4c407b80f77fb6757182f2%7C0%7C0%7C637505641824296255%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=VDoiUFgGvNxJZiVqaMKyz8XiaLNNUTO6W3f%2BdWq4kXc%3D&reserved=0
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Faowgumbssw%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cabritton%40pobox.umaryland.edu%7Caba50c0472aa4b707a4b08d8e000eacf%7C3dcdbc4a7e4c407b80f77fb6757182f2%7C0%7C0%7C637505641824296255%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=VDoiUFgGvNxJZiVqaMKyz8XiaLNNUTO6W3f%2BdWq4kXc%3D&reserved=0


The Christian Social Work Fellowship is active and has had four events so far
in the Spring semester encompassing one introductory meeting, two Bible
Studies, and one open discussion about immigration, DACA, and the new
Biden-Harris Policy. Up and coming, we will be hosting two separate panel
discussions, one this month on March 24, 2021, and the other on April 21,
2021.

The March panel will be open to every school within the Baltimore campus
(i.e. Nursing, Law, Dentistry, Social Work, etc.) and will have panelists who
are military and government professionals. They may be active, Veteran,
retired, or be employed with a government agency. The topic of this discussion
will be centered around the experience of those professionals working with the
military population, the path taken to reach their career goals, and providing
feedback to student questions.

The April panel will be specific to the School of Social Work, in which the
panelists will be of different intersectionalities (i.e. LGBTQ+ community, the
Hispanic community, etc.). They will share their experiences working within
their respective fields and how they were able to find, create, or are in the
process of creating their “perfect” job from having a base foundation in the
field of social work.

We look forward to welcoming more students on board to join our
organization as we help to implement great conversations and change from a
unique perspective.

Hi Everyone! The DEIC is a space where students, staff, faculty, alumni and community members come together to share information and
work to move forward DEI efforts that impact all of us as stakeholders at the School of Social Work. 

We have several meetings coming up this semester. Meetings are from 12:15-1:45pm and will be on: Friday, March 26th; Monday, April
19th; and Monday, May 17th. 

Anyone who is interested in hearing about or being part of DEI work at the SSW is welcome to join us! Our subcommittees focus on key
work and priorities for the DEIC. We currently have four subcommittees working in the realms of: Equity and Accessibility, Training,
Documentation and Communication, and Procurement. Students can choose to participate in DEIC meetings, join a specific
subcommittee of interest, or both. 

If you have questions, would like zoom info to join our meetings, are interested in joining a subcommittee, or have agenda items you
think would be important to discuss at an upcoming DEI meeting please reach out to us! 

Mavlyn J. Bazil,
 Chair, CSFW

Daneisha Johnson,
 Secretary, CSFW

Maryrejahlil Lanier,
Co-Chair, DEIC

Samantha Fuld,
Co-Chair, DEIC

Isabel McClain,
SGA Representative
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The end of the year is coming up quick but we still have
some great events in the works! Join us on Friday, March
26th at 12:00pm for a seminar hosted by Professor Rivelis
focusing on 'The 7 Keys to Creating Social Change.' And in
April, we will be collaborating with ISWO to bring you a
panel of international social work professionals to discuss
what social work looks like in varying societal, cultural, and
political contexts.
  
If you aren't already on our mailing list and would like to
receive more information about our upcoming events, please
email us at msu@ssw.umaryland.edu and stay up to date
through Facebook and Instagram: @msu.umb.ssw
 
We are also looking for anyone interested in chairing MSU
next year. If you're interested, please send us an email!

We hope you can join us for the next DREAM meeting on Wednesday, April 7th at 5:15pm.
Here we will learn more about the DREAM mission, upcoming opportunities, and accessibility
initiatives on campus. Students, faculty, and staff from all UMB schools are welcome to attend!

Additionally, we are excited to announce the first DREAM watch party: Disability Bonanza! on
Wednesday, March 31st at 5:15 pm. Come hangout virtually as we watch selected media clips,
take a look at disability representation, and discuss how representation can affect the
development of values and advocacy efforts. Please email DREAM@ssw.umaryland.edu to
receive your Zoom link.

DREAM is seeking those interested in disability justice leadership roles! DREAM has two co-
chairs and is looking to create more supportive leadership positions to ensure a cohesive, self-
sustaining group. Please email DREAM@ssw.umaryland.edu if this interests you!

Dear USG SSW community,

We hope our message finds you well. As the one year mark of
COVID-19 being declared a pandemic is upon us, we wanted to take a
minute to recognize this year’s struggles and perseverance. A year ago,
we all would have been preparing to take off for our spring breaks, not
realizing what was on the other end of our return. For many of us at
the University, that was the last time we would have seen our friends,
peers, faculty, and staff in person. While we have learned to adapt to
social distancing, virtual classes, and all the necessary safety precautions
– it has still challenged and shook the foundation of our “normal” lives.
For all of us reading this, we have been privileged to remain as
students during these challenging times. In recognizing our resiliency,
we would like to acknowledge those who’ve experienced and continue
to experience oppression, and the role we play in dismantling those
systems.

Eva Bialobrzeski,
Co-Chair, MSU

Lucy Zhao,
Co-Chair, MSU

Dana Kobrin
Co-Chair, DREAM

Libby Nuss
Co-Chair, DREAM

To graduating students preparing for their board exam, we wish you
the best of luck – you got this! And to those who have taken the exam
and passed – congratulations! And finally, for continuing students, we
hope your field interviews go well and that you find compatible
placements.

Have a lovely spring break!
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Sincerely,

Gabriella Lira Alvarez, President
Reem Sharaf, Vice President
Ashia Mann, Treasurer
Esther Popoola, Secretary

mailto:msu@ssw.umaryland.edu


Dear Readers,

I read the last issue of the Disruptor and was so pleased to hear more from students about your SSW experience. We all say how much we
want to hear from students, and I appreciated hearing from you -- especially during the forced online environment of COVID. I have to
admit, though, I was saddened to see the incomplete timeline of DEI events from the student perspective. Incomplete, because there was no
specific mention of field seminar in the timeline. As one who takes on DEI and anti-racist work deeply, and since I remain primarily
responsible for implementing field seminar, hearing from students about your seminar experience is crucial. I think it’s great that we now have
the History of Oppression and Resilience pre-requisite, as well as the Structural Oppression and Social Work course. I believe both are
excellent and overdue, and am glad they are in full-swing for AY 2020-2021. But Field Seminar, with intentional DEI/cultural humility
curriculum, was implemented last year – a full year prior to these courses.

So, I turn to wonder… why was field seminar not included specifically? Was it overlooked? Unsuccessful?

We sent a survey after last year’s seminar with hopes of hearing more, but the response rate, as with everything else, was negatively impacted
by COVID. Still, we did the best we could to respond to what we received, modified the facilitator guide and offered more training to seminar
instructors on implementing the 6 Pillars of Brave Space and improving integration of critical self-reflection. And we will re-issue the survey
to get your feedback from this year. So, back to wondering… will you respond? Will you be a part of change?

We are already beginning to implement improvements – students will have a syllabus for seminar next year, seminar instructors will get more
training over the summer to further enhance use of restorative practices, and we will have an orientation specifically for seminar – separate
from field. These are ideas – perhaps good ones – but not the only ones. We need to hear from you. Our survey will go out in a couple weeks.
It takes about 10 minutes to complete – tops – and is worth every minute. I hope to read your feedback, and thank you in advance for
providing it.

Good luck with the rest of your spring!

Be well,

Laura

Laura Loessner
Assistant Director, Field Education

 

A glimpse into a facet of my life outside of this
program that sustains me when the work feels
particularly heavy. Click here to access a recording of
Autumn Leaves performed by myself on the violin and
my father, Tom Britton, on the piano.

Photo by Rob Smith
Performing Twinkle Twinkle Little Star with my daughter. 

Balance
by Anna Britton
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znGpfszkacw&ab_channel=TheDisruptorSSWStudentJournal


The following piece was reworked from an
assignment completed for the 610 structural
oppression course:

Although answering the question of ‘what
is the root of oppression’ is extremely
difficult without comprehending and
discussing the intersectionality of racism,
sexism, and many other ‘isms’ that play a
role in forming one massive puzzle, which
as a society, we keep trying to piece
together even today; my focus in this piece
is to shine some light on the economic gap
factor and to suggest that if we bridge this
gap first, perhaps we can have a trickle-
down effect on all other areas.

Using W.B. Michaels’ book, The Trouble
with Diversity, I would point out his
assertion that race is a social construct based
on the fact that scientists understand race to
be nonexistent from a genetic standpoint.
Michaels states that race gives birth to
further subsets of identities (i.e. cultural,
religious, sexual, etc.) and "commitment to
diversity [has become] deeply associated
with the struggle against racism" (pg 4).
Essentially, Michaels believes that the
allocation of resources towards celebrating
diversity diverts from closing economic
disparities—that as a society we treat
socioeconomic class as simply another form
of identity, like race or culture, which
serves as a “strategy for managing inequality
rather than minimizing or eliminating it"
(pg 10).

Michaels makes a good point in that society
tends to treat "economic differences as
cultural differences" and that we are
collectively interested in "issues that have
nothing to do with economic inequality"
(pg 19).

This author's perspective comes across blunt
in some areas but is valid. If we focus on... 

The U.S. we know has a history of savagery
from its foundation through its present
existence. We harbor a history of
oppression from the first explorers pillaging
the original inhabitants, to forcefully and
unwillingly uprooting a people from their
native land and exploiting their gifts and
strength to build a nation that, like other
minorities, they cannot enjoy. In 1845
journalist John L. O’Sullivan coined the
term manifest destiny. The idea was that the
U.S. was destined - by God - to expand its
dominion and spread democracy and
capitalism across the entire North American
continent. While the term may have begun
as controversial, there is evidence to suggest
that the premise of this concept is
consciously and subconsciously embedded
within laws, social processes, and structures
within our society.

So, which occurred first? What is the source
of oppression that riddles the U.S.? Is it
economic, human, or racial injustices?
Richard Rothstein in his book The Color of
Law states, the stereotypes and attitudes that
support racial discrimination have their
roots in the system of slavery upon which
the nation was founded. It is my humble
opinion that racial issues came first.
Evidence of this exists in the carefully
crafted neighborhoods across the U.S. such
as Baltimore City. 

Baltimore City is one example of de jure
segregation, subprime lending, and
redlining. De jure segregation exists
because of laws like the Fair Housing Act,
signed into action under former President
Lyndon B. Johnson to address housing
discrimination but not upheld. Financial
lenders purposely refused financial funding
for Blacks and in some cases through
subprime loans extracted astronomical
amounts of finances from these families.
Numerous Black families continue to live...

My peers’ arguments that the source of
oppression and inequality can be traced to
economics and race both have merit
because they invoke a deeper interrogation
of human nature. 

The processes of human evolution over
millions of years have largely prepared us to
live and thrive in small, cooperative groups.
The advent of larger societies, in contrast,
represent a minute portion of human
history—roughly 10,000 years. Survival in
the time of scattered hunter-gatherer
groups was highly dependent on a clear
distinction between “Us” and “Them”;
constrained resources demand for a highly
selective distribution process where groups
only had the capacity to care for in-group
members. It was crucial during this time to
conserve resources and not only were non-
members “Other,” but there were also very
high rates of inter-group violence further
reinforcing the “Us-Them” divide.

I would argue that all manifestations of
oppression and inequality can be traced
back to this inherent human instinct to
establish an “Us,” which almost invariably
establishes a “Them” that is in some way
different from or in opposition to the
former. Economic disparities operate within
the framework of those deserving of
resources, “Us,” and those who are deemed
unworthy of the same resources for some
reason that inevitably deems “Them” as
“Other.” Similarly, the social construct of
race and resultant inequalities are rooted in
human perceptions of physical difference
that exist only on the surface, as there is no
biological basis for race.

The “Us-Them” dichotomy evolved out of
necessity for humans to protect themselves
and to survive a paleolithic hellscape. The
instinct to invest heavily in our own group
and to be cautious and critical of other... 

We decided to do something a little different this month and approached this question from 3
different perspectives. These approaches are not mutually exclusive, but instead demonstrate various
ideological inflections that inform our approach to social work. This question and the way we
answer may seem overly theoretical. Why have a conceptual argument over the root of oppression
rather than put our energy toward analyzing concrete systems and how to fix them? The Disruptor
contributors contend that no matter how we do the work, it is inevitably informed by ideology. We
may all agree that we are fighting for social justice, but how the concept is defined and the methods
we employ to achieve it are not always straightforward. It is worth considering the underlying
conceptual frameworks that inform our work and foster in-depth interrogation of the systems in
which we operate.

Economic Inequality
Omayra Kazi

Human Nature
Jenna Fairbanks

What is the root of oppression?

Racism
Mavlyn Bazil
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continued on next page...

https://www.history.com/topics/westward-expansion/manifest-destiny
https://www.epi.org/publication/the-color-of-law-a-forgotten-history-of-how-our-government-segregated-america/


...bridging the gap between the wealthy
and poor then social justice will follow. In
the process, as more people get access to
resources and find economic stability, the
more they will look to the next step of self-
actualization (using Maslow's theory) to
balance out the scales of hegemony and
power.

With economic stability and access to
resources, you have the luxury of deciding
to pursue higher education, to purchase and
own a home in a neighborhood of your
choice, to practice rest and relaxation
through travelling with friends and family,
to take on hobbies without the worry of
affordability, to eat healthy and nutritious
foods and all that comes with a capitalistic
society. The marginalized people in the
minority still may be faced with challenges,
but with capital and economic power they
will have their voices heard and have the
choice to strategically allocate their
resources towards self-betterment. If we can
balance out the scales where those in the
oppressed group are no longer pushed to
the lower ranks of the economic hierarchy,
then perhaps we can bridge the gap in all
other areas. 

Just imagine, with economic power you get
a seat at the table and become part of the
solution-oriented and decision-making
process (whether some people want you to
or not). So, bridging the economic
inequality gap first will help in lessening the
gaps in all the other areas and in time will
balance out the scales. TD

***
Michaels, W.B. (2006). Introduction (pp. 1-20) in The
trouble with diversity: How we learned to love identify and
ignore inequality. New York: Holt.

...groups served the human species well
initially, ensuring its continuation through
the violence and suffering that permeate the
Earth. Nature is also imbued with a sense of
solidarity that is highly concentrated in the
human condition; a deep devotion and
reverence for “Us” opens the door for
altruism, loyalty, and love. As humans
continue to evolve an ever-expanding
capacity for “Us,” the perceived threat of
“Them” can be significantly diminished.

The instincts that we have about other
people are no accident; they are highly
specialized responses to environmental
conditions Homo sapiens and our ancestors
and distant cousins before us were able to
survive. There are many iterations of
human-like hominins littering the strata of
the Earth that allow us glimpses into our
evolutionary process, some so alien-looking
and genetically different from us that we are
able to infer at one time or another there
were several different species evolved from
apes walking the earth at the same time, our
extinct cousins who prove the trial-by-error
nature of our evolutionary past. 

Humans’ highly specialized nature made
our survival possible, but it also creates
obstacles between us. Whether it is human
nature to divide ourselves into groups and
seek separation and opposition, it is also in
our nature to overcome the “Us-Them”
divide, not only to see beyond differences
but to value them, to seek them out and to
collaborate toward a better future. TD

***
Angeloni, E. (Ed.). (2017). Annual editions: Physical
anthropology 2012/2013 (26th ed.). New York:
McGraw-Hill.

Harari, Y. N., Casanave, D., & Vandermeulen, D.
(2020). Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind. London:
Jonathan Cape.

Hammer, M. F. (2013). Human hybrids. Scientific
American, 308(5), 66-71.
doi:10.1038/scientificamerican0513-66

Mukhopadhyay, C. C., Henze, R. C., & Moses, Y. T.
(2014). Using Anthropology to Make Sense of Human
Diversity. In How real is race?: A sourcebook on race,
culture, and biology (26th ed., Annual Editions: Physical
Anthropology, pp. 187-194). Lanham, MD: AltaMira
Press, a division of Rowman & Littlefield.

...in subpar government housing or planned
neighborhoods, many of which were
developed during the 1900s. 

Originally, these structures were developed
following the Civil War and during the
Great Depression, but were meant for
Whites only. Eventually, “housing” facilities
were developed for Blacks, however they
lacked the resources of their White
counterparts. These facilities did not meet
housing standards, were developed in areas
that lacked access to transportation,
supermarkets, and other resources necessary
for survival, and were often constructed
next to factories which were considered
undesirable areas for Whites. 

These conditions remain today and when
viewed from a map, the city of Baltimore
takes the shape of a butterfly; termed the
Black Butterfly. Blacks living in established
neighborhoods outside of the White L,
continue to lack access to reliable and
affordable public transportation;
employment opportunities with liveable
wages; and grocery stores with fresh
produce instead of corner stores with
canned foods. 

My list can continue, however this is not
the time or the space. Human nature
perpetuates the racial and economic
injustices that exist. Manifest destiny is
replaced with gentrification, and we
continue to ignore several hundred years of
former and modern slavery that plagues our
constitution, laws, and hearts deeming us
individualistic and oppressive in our actions.
TD

***
Brown, L.T. (2021). The Black Butterfly: The Harmful
Politics of Race and Space in America. Johns Hopkins
University Press.

History.com Editors. (2019, November 15). Manifest
Destiny. History.
https://www.history.com/topics/westward-
expansion/manifest-destiny

Rothstein, R. (2017). The Color of Law: A Forgotten
History of How Our Government Segregated America.
Liveright Publishing Corporation. 
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We want to showcase your art!
Whether it's a painting, a

sculpture, a song, or anything in
between, we'd love to share it with

our readers.  Please email us at
sswstudentjournal@gmail.com

if you'd like to contribute!

https://jhupbooks.press.jhu.edu/title/black-butterfly


In recognition of social work month, we asked students, alumni, and faculty to tell us about their journey
to the social work profession and share thoughts about the field. 

Like many of my classmates, I was drawn to social work for its mission
towards social justice, a desire to help others, and to contribute to a better,
more equitable world, and of course, my own personal need for a job. Yet
I’ve found myself disillusioned many times throughout the program and
stuck on questions of purpose.

As clinical social workers, we are taught to recognize the individual in
their environment and yet we tend to ignore the environment as a major
factor to change and instead focus on the individual. There is no doubt
that individuals and communities need services to survive the oppressive
system of racial capitalism, but if this is the extent of our work, are we not
inadvertently upholding these very systems? If affected communities are
calling for defunding police, and instead we start sending social workers
on calls with police, are we not just instruments of oppression? The
University, nonprofits, field agencies, and other institutions are making
anti-racist statements and beginning to adapt diversity, equity and
inclusion efforts in schools, classes, and workplaces. Yet, we are left
wondering what that means when power still resides with the same few
individuals at the top who are committed to capitalism and the status quo.
If our anti-racism work does not include a redistribution of power, can it
even be considered anti-racism work? How can we say social work is
anti-oppressive when we are expected to spend two full years in the
workforce unpaid and our labor exploited as interns? 

My hope for social work is that we can resolve these questions by moving
towards a radically transformative approach in the profession. We must
recognize the immediacy of the crises of racial capitalism and organize
with fellow social workers, other professions, and workers, as well as the
communities we serve, using our collective power to create systems level
change.  

I believe that everyone deserves to live a safe and
comfortable life filled with joy and stability, and I
am angry that we live in a society that fails to meet
those basic standards. I am saddened that so many
people suffer at the hands of white supremacy,
political oppression, media bias, racism, and
economic disenfranchisement. I am disappointed
that, as a society, we have established and fostered
oppressive political, social, and economic systems
that make it so difficult for so many to live
comfortable lives without the fear of being evicted,
not being able to pay medical bills, not making a
living wage, or being separated from family
members. While there is so much work that needs to
be done to dismantle its oppressive history, social
work as a profession does allow for liberation, which
is not always the case for other helping professions.
Ultimately, I chose to pursue social work because I
believe that it can equip us with the skills and tools
necessary to assist in the fight toward liberation. 

During my first social work class in undergrad, the professor commented that the student group on
campus working to establish a policy to address the issue of rape might make a bigger impact for
survivors and the campus community as a whole if they used wheatpaste and flyers rather than
chalking sidewalks. The focus for the rest of the class was not advocating for students to commit
unlawful acts, but understanding the relationship between micro, mezzo and macro forces within
society. The social work profession's desire to bring about long-lasting change on every level matched
my own goals. The field of social work continues to evolve in its understanding of the true
interconnectedness of this relationship. I see more social workers directly helping individuals and
groups as well as engaging in activities that hope to disrupt the status quo and bring about change at a
societal level. 
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Do you remember that question many of us were asked as
teenagers: “What is your favorite subject in school? What do you
want to do with your life?” When asked this in my junior year, I
awkwardly laughed and answered that I liked volunteering better
than any of my classes. Then I clarified to say I was good at math
and enjoyed Spanish, assuming that I had to pick a subject to think
about career options. I do not recall the rest of the conversation that
day, but I do remember the follow-up conversation with my mom
about a week later. She began that conversation by asking me, “Do
you know what a social worker is?” then described how they work
in foster care, schools, with at-risk teens, or even the aging. The
versatility sounded amazing. 

From that first conversation, I was excited. I wanted to be a social
worker! Two decades later, I still love social work and am thrilled to
share my love of the profession with new social workers.
 
However, as I progressed through my BSW classes and learned
more, I decided I wanted to be a macro social worker. So, what
drew me to macro social work? 

As I reflect on this question, I see that I have long thought about
systems, complex problems, and opportunities for improvement.
Before entering social work, I worked to increase opportunities for
children with different abilities to participate in my swim lessons,
and strategically incorporated social skill development into my
classes as a karate teacher. Once in social work, I loved the saying
that we needed to work ourselves out of a job. Yet, when thinking
about clinical work I struggled to see how that could be feasible?
We could help an individual/family to no longer need services, but
wouldn’t there always be someone else in need? However, macro
work—changing policies, improving social services, and working
with communities—these felt like ways we could make systemic
change and improve the lives of many all at once. After graduating
from UMB SSW, I used my macro skills to develop policies and
standard operating procedures for programs, manage a national
foster care program, conduct quality assurance reviews, develop
networks of providers, and train social work students and
professionals. 

There are so many reasons that I want to be a social worker.
All of the reasons have to do with transformation, liberation
and authenticity. All the reasons have to do with growth
and connection. 

This was not a seed planted in my mind as a child. I had
never heard the term “social worker” in my youth, neither
from my family nor the families I connected with. What did
you call a social worker en español, and what did they do for
my Spanish-speaking immigrant community?
  
I arrived at the field of social work through trial and error. I
found myself immersed in social work as I struggled to
move through my life. There was the social anxiety and
depression that began in my youth and manifested in
troubling ways academically, personally and professionally.
There was the substance use and abuse, the accidents, the
conflict and harm, and ultimately, the failed attempt at
becoming a teacher. How could I, a queer Latinx, child of
immigrants, possibly be a community member that
educated and guided others when I felt so lost and unseen in
community supports? Where were the teachers and
clinicians with lived experiences like mine? Could there be
room for me in this field? 

I wanted to disrupt this normalized absence of myself in the
field of social work, and so I decided to become one. 

I wanted to recognize the value of my voice, as a Latinx
genderqueer person, a fluid label that has shifted and
changed as I grow and transition in this world. I want to
recognize our capacities to unlearn, transform and come
closer to our dreams and visions for just futures. 

Quiero hablar en español con mis clientes, los quiero honrar y
apoyar en sus comunidades de una forma que les haga sentir
alegría y paz. Quiero que mis clientes sientan orgullo de sí
mismo y quienes son. 
(I want to speak in Spanish with my clients, I want to honor
and support them in their communities in a way that makes
them feel joy and peace. I want my clients to feel proud of
themselves and who they are.)

As a social worker, I want to disrupt systems of oppression
that silence black and brown voices, queer voices, disabled
voices, the voices of our elders and our children. I see the
role of a social worker as an individual positioned to
advocate, empower, facilitate, connect and guide. I want to
watch my clients and communities have moments of clarity
and transformation that occur through authenticity,
awareness and open communication. 

I may not have had this present in my life as a child,
teenager or young adult, but I recognize the value of seeing
others and being seen. As a social worker, I want to foster
growth and transformation in communities so that every
voice, from the smallest or youngest to the wisest or oldest,
has a chance to be heard and be free. 

Kerri Evans is a 2009 Alumna of the University of Maryland School of
Social Work with specializations in Management and Community
Organizing & Children and Families and is currently an Assistant
Professor of Social Work at University of Maryland Baltimore County.
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passion is to relate to the stories of other
people and guide them towards healing.
Understanding clients requires an
understanding of the bigger picture before
creating a plan of action. I find that social
work provides the necessary platform and
training that will help me successfully work
with clients on their journey to healing. 

Out of the major therapeutic approaches, I
hope to harness my training in Transpersonal
Psychology that builds on existing knowledge
concerning human behavior with a stronger
focus on spiritual dimensions of human
existence through varying therapeutic
methods. Through both my personal and
professional experiences with immigrant
families and military service men and women,
I would like to focus on this population and
support them on a deeper level. I believe
training in this area of Social Work will enable
me to have this positive impact. 

Social work is like a bridge. Many of our clients are disadvantaged, and the services that we
provide act as a bridge for them to join us on the other side. Becoming a social worker for
me 

The theme that stood out the most to me
throughout my travels is that no matter
where you come from or where you live,
mental health is a crucial aspect of living a
balanced life. Be it in my working
environment or personal life, I was
continuously confronted with social issues
that required specific time and attention.
Often, the people I encountered were in the
greatest need for basic aspects of human
connection that include respect, a sense of
compassion, and empathy. These experiences
reiterate that healthy human relationships are
supported by even the smallest acts of
kindness; the act of listening, taking
responsibility for our actions, and making
amends; all of which begin with open
communication through expression of self. 

The pursuit of a social work degree serves as
the common thread in my experiences. My
line

me is an extension of myself—helping people has always been something I love to do. Being a social worker is getting paid to do what I love!
The best part of social work is getting to build relationships with your clients and seeing them grow and change as people. The more passion
and care you bring to your work, the more results you will see. At my field placement within a correctional facility, I was able to see the
profound impact that trauma counseling had on the inmates and the leaps and bounds they made in processing their trauma and moving
forward to live productive lives. 

My fascination with human behavior developed
amidst the deep uncertainty and abundant
change I experienced as an adolescent
immigrant making my way from my birth
home in Eastern Europe to the housing projects
of upstate New York. As a result, I became
extremely observant of people I encountered
from various cultures and languages to try and
understand how to fit into this new and
unknown world. I often reflected on the
connection between mental health and human
behavior and whether there are vast differences
among people of different traditions. This
fueled my passion for travel and as I embarked
on my professional journey working in third
world countries, I interacted with people from
a wide variety backgrounds and experiences,
including our military service men and women.  

regulates itself through systematic,
required training and collegial discipline;
has a base in technical, specialized
knowledge; 
has a service rather than profit orientation
enshrined in its code of ethics;
has a monopoly granted by the state.

To begin, social work is not a profession, nor
should it be. 

Paul Starr, in “The Social Transformation of
American Medicine”, defines “profession” as
an occupation that:

Some members of the social work occupation
line 

have worked assiduously to gain these
characteristics; these days, social work
generally has systematic training and
collegial discipline and most—though
certainly not all—social workers have a
service orientation. Wherever social workers
have organized sufficiently, there is a
monopoly granted by the state, although the
wisdom of this arrangement is questionable,
as its fundamental rationale is pecuniary.

The one characteristic that social work surely
does not possess is a base in technical,
specialized knowledge. Social work is one
part sociology, one part psychology, a dash
line

of political economy, at its best an ideology of
radical social change, and an enormous
amount of heart. 

Two considerations that contradict
professionalization:
1) Social workers should be opposed to the
boundaries that professionalization entails.
Concomitant with the desire for higher
remuneration is the separation of the
professional from the hoi polloi. Higher
remuneration and higher status are the yin and
yang of professionalization; how can we form
an effective alliance with our clients if we
insist on being above them? 

continued on next page...
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I do not believe that my path to Social Work is inherently
unique. I fell into my path because of my own lived experience.
Baltimore City has always been my beloved and complicated
home. I grew up in a deeply segregated food dessert that would
later come to be known as being downwind from that shooting at
the jazz club. I watched the continued rise of Mass Incarceration
in the relentless surveillance, policing, and jailing of young black
men at the corner of Greenmount and 33rd. As a queer youth
orbiting the narrative of my own city, I learned early and often
what injustice looks like. 

Today I am lightyears from yesterday and as an instructor I love
that I teach in a moment when rising Social Workers are calling
whole systems into question and to task with deeply entrenched
courage and conviction. I love that there is a fire instilled within
our students as they insist upon a real level of accountability and
examination of how power is created, hoarded, and shared. We
are at an inflection point in which Social Work is being redefined
to be the work done on behalf of the people rather than work
being done to uphold systems that never served us. 
 
Social Work like Baltimore City is equally complicated. Even
with the knowledge of its endemic problematic history, it is a
field that I believe has promise. The spirit of this work ignites
you; it makes you believe in the power of the one over the power
of the many and it catapults you into a persistent space of self-
examination within the context of the larger world. Then again,
the valuation of my own calling to Social Work and this narrative
of reflection has been over 14 years in the making. 

working to strengthen public housing or
create new forms of social housing;
6) Connect the family with an organization
seeking to redistribute wealth.
7) Join with this and other families to fight
the racism, sexism, ageism, ableism that
divide us and increase the power of the
rulers.

Social workers who only address the
microsocial elements of their clients’
problems are merely assuring an endless
supply of clients in the future; social workers
who only address the macrosocial elements of
their clients’ problems are not developing
leadership and continuity of struggle.

I was fired from the Baltimore City
Department of Social Services Homeless Unit
for organizing a homeless union with the
clients. The agency, a strong proponent of
wonder

2) The truly unique aspect of social work is that
unlike any other human service occupation,
social work incorporates the paradigm of
person-in-community and community-in-
society, otherwise known as the dialectic of the
microsocial and the macrosocial. Neglecting
either the microsocial or the macrosocial results
in an incomplete method and outcome.

For example, a family owes three months’ rent
and is facing eviction; the children are anxious
and the parent is depressed. The social worker
can:
1) Find resources to pay the back rent;
2) Seek a rental subsidy to prevent a future
eviction;
3) Provide (or secure) mental health services for
parent and children;
4) Develop a plan to increase the family’s
income;
5) Connect the family with an organization
line

professionalization, defined this characteristic
as wearing business attire and engaging in
only microsocial practice. Organizing the
Baltimore Homeless Union was judged to be a
conflict of interest!  

I became the first social worker at Health Care
for the Homeless and created a nonprofit
agency dedicated to a praxis integrating the
microsocial and the macrosocial, while
reducing the boundaries (e.g., power and pay)
within the staff and between the staff and
clients. All staff, Board members, and clients
were provided opportunities to engage in
advocacy, and we paid a living wage.

Perhaps building these sorts of workplaces can
produce a society where equality plus freedom
equals justice. 
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ideology, we may also be sorting ourselves
into what we perceive as our “proper” roles. It
is symptomatic of how we have abandoned a
holistic and truly liberatory form of feminism
in favor of pushing women into traditionally
male roles in a way that allows us to claim
victory while upholding the same patriarchal
system. We have failed to recognize the value
of those roles that are traditionally female, to
substantively challenge gender norms and the
gender binary construct, and have foregone
any fundamental restructuring of society. 

One place we can see this failure is in the
narrative around the effects of the pandemic
on women, like this article from The Atlantic,
“The Coronavirus Is a Disaster for Feminism.”
While there are many ways this pandemic is
particularly devastating for women, whether it
is greater job losses or disproportionately
increased caretaking responsibilities, the
feminist disaster has long passed. The
pandemic has simply brought to light the
exploitative and unsustainable system in which
undervalued care work is passed on to the
most exploited segment of our population—
women of color—who make up over 95% of
child care workers and are not paid enough to
support themselves or to send their own
children to daycare. 

Another manifestation of the issue is the
popular misconception of social work. The
conceptual feminization of the field has been
coupled with a minimization of its scope. How
many times have we heard social work referred
to as a caring or service profession? While this
aspect is crucial, it does not come close to
encompassing the full spectrum of our work
and its implications. There is an
underappreciation for the fact that adequately
caring for people is an essential component of a
well-functioning society, that it must be central
to all our systems if they are to be sustainable,
and that an integral part of social work is to
examine those systems and to restructure them
when needed. 

This misconception is partially due to macro
social workers being a minority. For example,
at UMB SSW the breakout is roughly 80%
clinical and 20% macro. But even the treatment
of clinical and macro work as separate forms of
practice has facilitated this misconception and
has served to individualize fundamentally
political problems. It is a dichotomous approach
fundamentally at odds  with a liberatory
feminism like that developed by bell hooks in
her 1981 book, Ain’t I a Woman: Black
Women and Feminism.

Feminism is a word we do not use or hear
often enough, especially considering that
women accounted for 85% of employed social
workers in 2020, 88% of students at UMB
SSW, and a majority of social work clients.

When I began the MSW program in 2018, I
was shocked looking through the course list to
find very little focused explicitly on feminism,
women’s issues or women’s studies, nor was
there even a feminist student group. We do
have an advanced human behavior course on
intimate partner violence, 2 courses that
mention feminism in their overview, and 6
that mention women. Additionally, we now
have an Intersectional Feminism and Social
Work student group, though unfortunately it
is inactive due to a lack of student leadership.
(That can be remedied by filling out this
form!) 

It may seem that social work is beyond the
need for feminist theory because we claim to
have feminist roots. We have all heard of Jane
Addams, Ellen Gates Starr, and the settlement
house movement. But how many of us have
heard that the original purpose of settlements
was to educate university men? Or that
settlements were predated by Irish Catholic
and Anglican sisterhoods whose work has been
minimized and ignored? What about any
specifics on the various forms of mutual aid
from around the world that are recognized to
have a significant impact on social work values
and practice? Are we not upholding
patriarchal and oppressive systems even in the
narrative we tell about social work history? 

Additionally, the limited available research
indicates that, while social work students tend
to have a progressive view of gender roles,
there is not a significant recognition of
feminist issues as salient among those students
and, in practice, social workers tend to endorse
traditional gender roles. 

Not only do women predominantly populate
the social work field, the ratio of women to
men is trending up in social work and in
therapeutic professions like counseling and 
 psychology. This trend is comparable to that
detailed in the book, The Big Sort – that as
well as sorting ourselves geographically by
lines

We live in a car-centric society, so I’ll use an
analogy related to cars. You can’t expect to
get very far in a car without fuel. Sometimes,
depending on the type of car you have, you
even have to stop and get more at a gas
station.

Relationships are the same way. When
working with people, your relationship is the
gas in your tank for success. Even when
things get tough, you can sometimes jump-
start the growth process if you have a
relationship with the client built on trust,
honesty and good rapport. 

Oftentimes, clients with extensive histories of
being involved with the system will have
experiences with many other “social work
types.” Based on their past interactions with
social workers, this means they might expect
a certain bias or impulse from us as
practitioners.

So, I challenge you, reader: What will you do
to be different? 

How will you break the cycle of ineffective
social workers in someone’s life? Will you
show up on time and be present? Will you
engage someone based on their interests, not
just their chart? How about staying away
from those unfillable promises?

From my perspective, I prefer the instructor’s
seat model. We don’t want to be in the
driver’s seat—that is reserved for the client,
who knows themselves best. We don’t want
to be in the backseat because we might not be
aware and present there. And nothing good
ever comes from riding in the trunk.

Being in the passenger’s seat on someone’s
journey means that you have the chance to be
part of the solution—to challenge your client
line  

by Steven Isaacson

by Anna Britton

We must recognize the interdependence of all
aspects of social work practice and the need for
truly radical ways of thinking about the world.
More fully embracing feminist theory and
values in social work is a necessary part of that
effort. TD

continued on next page...13
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by  Eva Bialobrzeski &
Steven Isaacson

with crucial next steps. It is not enough just to
know our clients. We also have to be able to
predict their reaction to events and position
ourselves correctly so we maintain the
relationship for tomorrow.
 
It is important to also reevaluate the
therapeutic relationship every so often to make
sure everyone is on the same page and
working toward the same goals. This saves the
relational work we’ve already done to ensure
there will be work to do in the future.

Of course, this all is precluded by
nonjudgment. I choose to say this out loud to
my clients so they know they can make the
wrong decision sometimes and not have it
affect how I view them. 

Having a great relationship in theory means
line

being able to notice patterns in behavior and be
aware of cycles a person might go through.
Having rapport in reality means being able to
describe these observations and process them
openly with your client.

As with many roads these days, there are often
potholes—systematic barriers that affect your
ability to get from point A to point B. In my
mind, the biggest barrier to consistent and
effective client relationships is burnout.

Burnout is real, and it affects the long-term trust
capacity of a client. Some burnout is natural,
especially if you’re consistently talking with
someone about heavy topics. But unfortunately,
burnout happens more often because there is a
lack of attention given to the wellness of social
workers as a whole. Constant social worker
burnout over time may lead to turnover.

This is a huge problem because as a client,
you are forced to build new relationships over
and over again with someone who is paid to
be there for you. While paid relationships
have their place, they are limited by the
appearance that someone is only there for you
to collect a paycheck. 

Especially under capitalism, there are certain
limits to paid relationships. Connections can
change abruptly based on financial incentives. 

So, while the system in which we work leaves
much to be desired, we have the power to
alter our craft so that we are able to provide
the best client outcomes possible. 

And that starts with having enough gas in the
tank—relationally and emotionally. TD

In the social work profession, a debate has been simmering over several years: Are actions more important
than words? The answer for us is: Our words matter, as do our actions. They go hand-in-hand and cannot
be separated. On one hand, we tend to judge the character of people based on what they do, not what they
say. But language can provide us with insight into a person’s perspective and worldview as well as where
they are in their thought process.

As social workers, we must be cognizant of the language we use and how it is ever-evolving. We must be
critical about the phrases we use when working with marginalized communities. We need to question why
certain phrases are common within our profession and who determines their definitions. 

For example, children build their internal worlds and form lifelong identities based on the language we use.
Some people go to school in GT (Gifted & Talented) programs. The education system has a large role to
play in dividing students into specialized, labeled groups that are treated differently. Many magnet schools
divide students based on high-achieving tracks, and “grade-level” tracks. Research shows that labeling from
a young age can impact self-image and impart unnecessary stress. 

But we fail to see how these tracks are consistent with potential at all. Do the high-achieving kids actually
have more potential than the grade level kids, or do they simply have greater opportunity and access to
systems? If academic labels are harmful, what must be done to change the system to provide educational
equity to all students?

When we think about the terms we use around disability, we must be aware of how our own biases fog our
perception. People tend to view disability as something to be cured through medical intervention, as
opposed to analyzing people through the lens of their environment. The environment can be changed by
increasing accessibility, so impairment doesn’t become disabling.

Assigning labels to behavior can be dangerous. It is true that most behavior has a function, that there are
reasons driving behavior. Behavior exists for self-preservation, for survival. To navigate America’s
complicated healthcare systems, for example, we should expect to hear language from people that helps them
get their voice heard. So, with this knowledge, how can the healthcare system be corrected to limit the
prevalence of survival behaviors?

As social workers, we find ourselves within systems that are meant to provide resources and assistance to
individuals and communities. Whether we work at the clinical or macro level, we constantly interact and
communicate with people, which demands a thorough sense of self-awareness and the conscious use of
language and labels.

Like all things, language evolves with societal progression. Language choice indicates how we
communicate, and how we perceive our environment and others. Language is powerful. It can aid in
liberation, but it can also assist in oppression. 14
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But without action, language has the capacity to be shallow. This is
the crux of “political correctness” culture. For example, it is one thing
to use respectful language around disability, shedding outdated and
discriminatory words. But it is another order to advocate for accessible
mass transit and call out ableism when we see it. 

In the workplace, we know that women are paid less than men for
every dollar earned overall. Gender discrimination at work reveals
itself in many ways; from the interview process, to meetings, to
promotions. Given this, what can be done about it? If a workplace
uses language around EEO (Equal Employment Opportunity), but
doesn’t provide child care benefits or paid maternity/paternity leave,
what gives the EEO term any meaning? 

As words like “diversity” and “inclusion” become trendy in the
aftermath of last summer’s Black Lives Matter protests, we must ask
ourselves: What is the relationship between action and language? Is it
simply enough to know the politically correct or appropriate language

continued on next page...

to use? Or does organizational and systemic change become
necessary with the knowledge of new language? We argue it does.

Language and action are intertwined. Assuming language is ever-
evolving, our actions must be as well. If knowledge is power, then
action is dynamic, subject to the best ideas of the day. We must stop
using terms and phrases that are used as character assessments of the
individual, and instead assess the oppressive systems and context in
which people live. Language can hold us accountable and calling out
archaic terms and phrases will continue to hold ourselves and our
actions accountable. We must continue questioning certain phrases or
structures and think about how they impact individuals and
communities. 

So, do actions speak louder than words? Perhaps, but words inform
actions. Self-awareness is key for any social worker, and the nature of
our work demands that we use our knowledge to change oppressive
structures and give our clients the tools to do so as well. TD

The theme of our next issue will be The Underbelly of Health. We want to explore
various aspects of the war on drugs, preventative healthcare versus big pharma, increasing
social work competence & knowledge through exploration of a dual degree program with
the school of pharmacy, nutrition and mental health through mind & body, holistic and
alternative healthcare, maternal health, etc.

Did You Have a Nice Trip? Substances are inextricable from the human experience, from the chemicals in the foods
we eat to the medications we take, prescribed or unprescribed, to the recreational substances we prefer, legal or
illegal. The law does not, as it claims, delineate between safe and unsafe drugs but instead establishes a rigid status quo
around substances. Some of the most dangerous and addictive chemicals are legal, widely available, or determined to
have medicinal value. Some of the safest (in terms of overdose rates, addictive potential, and long-term health effects)
are illegal and medically rejected, despite true potential for medicinal benefit.

Under the April theme of The Underbelly of Health, The Disruptor contributors seek in part to interrogate
humanity’s relationship with substances that induce altered states of consciousness. In order to do so, we seek to
aggregate a wide variety of stories from the most difficult to the most helpful experiences resultant from the ingestion
of a mind-altering substance. We are calling for submissions from all who are willing to anonymously share their
encounters with psychoactive chemicals.

We have drawn this model from the #ThankYouPlantMedicine Movement that encourages people to post about
therapeutic or otherwise helpful experiences with psychotropic plants to reduce stigmatization and spread awareness
about the massive therapeutic potential of psychedelic plants. The Disruptor staff find it important to broaden this
model to include difficult or negative experiences and substances that do not fall under the umbrella of plant
medicine; legal, pharmaceutical, addictive, or otherwise.

The Social Work profession is deeply entangled with substance use, abuse, and addiction, therefore social workers
must be at the forefront of drug-related policy, ideology and discussion. Our hope in creating a platform for these
testimonials is to foster further conversation and encourage an ongoing interrogation of the substance status quo. 

We welcome submissions in any form of expression: writing, drawing, etc.—whatever best represents your
experience. Submit anonymously by April 5th using this form: https://form.jotform.com/210718268481156

We want to showcase your art! Whether it's a painting, a sculpture, a song, or anything in between, we'd love to
share it with our readers. Art submissions can be related to the theme, but it is not necessary.

Field Check-In. Did you know that the field seminar is intended to foster critical self-reflection, facilitate
conversations around privilege and oppression, and merge theory with practice? Did your field seminar meet these
goals? Tell us about your experience, whether it contributed to your educational experience and how. We are
offering a confidential option for these reflections; please indicate your preference along with your submission to
sswstudentjournal@gmail.com by April 5th.

We are looking for all types of submissions for this issue: reflections, papers, commentary, creative writing, art,
photography, or any other form of expression that we can share online. For informal commentary and reflections we
will take up to 750 words and up to 1500 words for academic work with an option to share the authors' contact
information to obtain the full-length work. Please email submissions to sswstudentjournal@gmail.com by April
5th for consideration. Every submission goes through a 2-step review and editing process, after which it is returned
to the author for approval. See our website for more information about The Disruptor. TD 15
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